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ABSTRACT

the main part of this thesis is a design proposal for a hotel, situated in an old industrial 
building in Varvsstaden, Malmö. However, the design is based on research on alteration 
and completed by a critical analysis of the development plans for the site.

Varvsstaden is the new name for the former Kockums shipyard, an industrial site 
that is being transformed from private property to public district. the area has a rich 
culture-historical heritage and most of the buildings have been classified but only some 
will be preserved. therefore, the whole structure will change drastically, obstructing the 
readability of the area’s history. Is there a way to avoid this tabula rasa and encourage a 
more successive change?

to keep more of the old, it must become useful again. the approach chosen to 
transform the existing building in this project is alteration. it is a term that refers to 
interventional work aiming to change an existing building into something new, not into 
something it used to be. the goal is to use the qualities of the host building and add 
new elements as a second layer. that way, the intended and the existing creates a unity 
without being merged.

Vagnsverkstaden, a vast and low machine hall, represents a challenging typology. Its 
deep structure is not immediately suitable for one of the functions highest in demand 
– habitation. Housing and hotels need a more shallow and small-scale structure with 
enough daylight and external connections. to achieve that, I have been working with 
apertures in walls and ceiling – windows, atria and clerestory windows. these new 
elements both provide daylight and help furnish the vast space. the result of this thesis 
shows that other buildings of the same typology could be altered to host completely 
new functions, including habitation.
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INTRODUCTION

bAckground
Many towns have industrial sites that take up precious space, rather often in the city 
centre. As the industries are being phased out or relocated from central to peripheral 
locations, the question of how to use the industrial premises arises. problems such as 
polluted land, buildings in bad condition and vast, cut off areas can make the trans-
formation difficult. on the other hand, the central locations and rich culture-historical 
values offer rare possibilities. in the strive for sustainable development of urban areas, 
the re-use of existing buildings is one of many important factors for success. 

PurPose
the former shipyard Kockums in Malmö, now called Varvsstaden, is the case study of 
this thesis. It serves as an example of many similar sites, both in sweden and abroad. 
the purpose of this thesis is to show how Varvsstaden can be transformed from pri-
vate to public and from past to present. to show the potential of the site, in particular 
the remaining old buildings, i also suggest an alteration of a building called vagnsverksta-
den. the theme alteration is important in this case, as it refers to interventional work 
to a building. it should be understood differently than both restoration and renovation, 
which are more concerned with questions of authenticity and less forward-looking. the 
qualities and characteristics of the host building are nevertheless important and the 
goal of the alteration is to combine the old and the new so that they set off each other.

Questions
one important theme in this thesis is that of balance between old and new. some 
questions to guide the work are: 

• Which are the qualities and characteristics of the building and the site? 
• What do I need to add to support the new function?
• How do I differentiate the new from the old?
• Which strategies would encourage a successive, thoughtful change of the area?

method
i have been using the initial research on alteration as a foundation for more explorative 
work in the design phase. five approaches to work on existing buildings are exempli-
fied by five reference projects that help describe each one of them in a tangible way. 
I aimed at placing my work in the collage category, since i think it corresponds best to 
the strive mentioned before of creating a balance between old and new.

reAding instructions
the format of the report is portrait a4, with a few inserts in landscape a3. please 
consider this if printing. When reading the document digitally, two page view with cover 
page is advised for best readability.
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ALTERATION – A BALANCING ACT

Why AlterAtion
alteration is a way to work with existing buildings and structures, changing them 
in different ways and for different reasons. the current interest in alteration in the 
architectural discourse is due to the fact that the architectural practice is increasingly 
occupied with projects that relate to the existing. some buildings, monuments, are 
preserved as exemplars from the past, usually without function. but most buildings 
that become obsolete face the question: replace or alter? which means they must be 
adjusted in some way to retain their right to exist. the reasons to save buildings are 
multiple: sustainability, historical or contextual readability, economical, practical… the 
reasons they need to be altered are equally numerous: to accommodate new uses, to 
improve accessibility or thermal qualities, to replace obsolete elements or systems, to 
adapt to new regulations…

in his book on Altering Architecture, fred scott distinguishes alteration from resto-
ration as aiming to re-occupy rather han to empty buildings. “restoration aims to com-
plete a building, while alteration is progressive and more like a rehearsal for a complet-
ed building.”1 other contemporary theorists agree that there is an important difference 
between alteration and similar terms such as conservation, preservation, reuse, renova-
tion and transformation. for tim anstey and catharina Gabrielsson, as written in the in-
troduction to an issue of nordic Journal of Architecture on Alteration, alteration is not 
as prescriptive as preservation or conservation. “And just as alteration escapes the limit 
of form implied in transformation, it escapes the limit of use implied in reuse, of new-
ness implied in renovation… in all these avoidances, alteration avoids being restricted 
by deep structures in architectural discourse that finally pertain to definitions of the 
architectural work and to authorship.”2 What they say is not that alteration opposes 
these latter terms but that it includes all of them. However, the words conservation and 
restoration are used slightly differently and I define them as follows: conservation is to 
keep something in its current state, restoration is to reconstruct something in a former 
state and alteration is to change something into a new or future state.

WhAt they sAy
the current discourse on alteration, conservation and restoration is still influenced by 
two architects of the nineteenth century: John ruskin and eugène-emmanuel Viollet-
le-duc. thordis arrhenius writes in The Fragile Monument, that usually ruskin gets to 
represent a more antiquarian approach to the monument, where all its history must 
be included in its preservation, while Viollet-le-duc stands for the rational school that 
wants to achieve a unity of style through reconstruction.3 At the core of the debate is 
the question of authenticity: “restoration threatened the authenticity of the monument 
on the one hand; on the other, the absence of restoration threatened its very being”.4 
scott means there is no way to achieve authenticity, or at least that we must abandon 
the search for an original condition: “As the original condition of the building is lost 

1 Scott, 2008, p. 175-176
2 Anstey, 2012, p. 9
3 Arrhenius, 2012, p. 50
4 Arrhenius, 2012, p. 48
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from the moment of its inception, works of restoration are imaginative, or a matter of 
judgement if a more sober description is required”.5

for charles bloszies, author of the book Old Buildings, New Designs, the repurposing 
of old buildings is an important part of the sustainability movement. he also thinks that 
a mix of new and old architecture leads to a desirable diversity. “Without change, cities 
will stagnate, but with too much change, urban character will be lost. the best balance 
leads to cultural diversity—one major reason people live in cities.”6 I would say this bal-
ance is the essence of alteration. it is not about keeping buildings as monuments of the 
past but about letting them live in a new age. that way, both individual buildings and the 
city as a whole may contain historical layers that represent their development. but what 
kind of changes are accepted? bloszies calls attention to a situation where the strong 
feelings about preservation make projects that include new visible elements controver-
sial, this in its turn leading to many poorly designed compromises.7

hoW to do it
to scott, the first step of alteration is to get to know the building. “no work of res-
toration should be attempted without knowing all that there is to know of the host 
building, materially, spatially, historically, archaeologically, anecdotally. even then any such 
restorative work will be arbitrary, that is needing judgement and imagination as well as 
learning to be carried through. all investigative and analytical work will only take you 
to this threshold where decisions are needed.”8 one such decision is what attitude to 
assume towards the original style. for bloszies, a successful alteration design needs a 
recognizable degree of contrast between new and old. “It need not be extreme—dif-
ferentiation is the key.”9 scott and bloszies both bring forward the fact that current and 
recent architectural styles have been short-lived compared to the classical ones. “the 
pace at which these architectural styles changed historically parallels the rate of civili-
zation’s evolution in general. […] today, style designations have little meaning, current 
works do not fit into an easily recognizable stylistic pattern, and contemporary archi-
tectural design attitudes are anything but static.”10 they also agree that a contemporary 
style is hard to distinguish and scott questions an established idea: “if every intervention 
needs to be in a contemporary style, as suggested by William morris. […] the admoni-
tion relies on there being a single contemporaneous style, established beyond counter, 
and it falters in the absence of such a condition.”11

bloszies uses examples he finds successful to illustrate how alteration should be 
done while scott writes more about the execution of it. as mentioned before, the first 
step is to get to know the building. that can be done by “stripping back”, removing 
degraded parts and actually break the building down to a ruin. this is a way to analyse 
the building. “the ruin allows privileged views from previously inaccessible viewpoints, 
and from these it offers a fresh explanation of itself. a building in this respect may show 
itself in a way only previously available as drawings, or other depictions, sometimes 

5 Scott, 2008, p. 167
6 Bloszies, 2011, p. 34
7 Bloszies, 2011, p. 25
8 Scott, 2008,  p. 123
9 Bloszies, 2011, p. 12
10 Bloszies, 2011, p. 40-41
11 Scott, 2008, p. 168-169
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making evident the plan and section within the structure.”12 the second step is “making 
good”, taking care of the parts that were broken. How should that be done without 
destroying the original fabric of the structure? to stabilize a fragmented structure, an 
armature is a support that is commonly used in art as well as in architecture. It helps 
maintain spatial relationships in an honest manner, by indicating that something is miss-
ing. It should make no claims beyond its clear purposes, it should be without style. even 
ruskin accepted the prop or crutch as a legitimate means of conserving a structure. 
“take proper care of your monuments, and you will not need to restore them. […] 
[b] ind it together with iron where is loosens; stay it with timber where it declines; do 
not care about the unsightliness of the aid; better a crutch than a lost limb.”13

When it comes to the alteration design, scott compares it to the composition of 
a collage. the goal is to make disparate elements, the intended and the existing, work 
together while maintaining their own identity. He does not believe that alteration is a 
means for enlarging a building but should be contained roughly within the volume of 
the host building. However, the roof has been the site of more extreme interventions, 
and scott admits that such work may have interesting consequences. “so at the outset, 
let it be said that caution should accompany any enthusiasm prompted by what has 
been written herein, but equally courage also.”14

different APProAches
Alteration could be called a balancing act. A successful project takes advantage of the 
qualities and characteristics of the host building and lets old and new parts cooperate 
to create a whole, while maintaining their own identity. five reference projects will illus-
trate slightly different approaches to the subject. i have given each approach a different 
name to describe their characteristics: mannerism, patch-up, collage, plastic surgery and 
paraphrastic. 

Mannerism is used to describe a project where alterations are made in a style or 
spirit similar to that of the host building. Patch-up means that reparations and neces-
sary additions are made “without style”, to honestly indicate that something is missing.  
Collage illustrates a project with an apparent contrast between old and new. Plastic 
surgery is used to describe a project on the verge of being “pure architecture” with 
only a trace of the old left in the new design. Paraphrastic comes even closer to “pure 
architecture” since it only uses the shape, structure or idea of the host building as its 
starting point.

12 Scott, 2008, p. 96
13 Ruskin, 1979, p. 186
14 Scott, 2008, p. 145
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mAnnerism
“In architectural terms the addition blends with the existing building, but without 
weakening the independence of either.” 1

Landesarchiv NRW, Duisburg, O&O Baukunst

1 Dezeen, 2013

cc-bY-nd https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/2.0/
© Michael (2013) Duisburg Innenhafen
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PAtch-uP
“all the gaps in the existing structure were filled in without competing with its 
brightness or surface. the restoration and repair of the existing elements of the building 
were driven by the idea that the spatial context and materiality of the original structure 
should be emphasised – the contemporary reflects the lost but without imitating it.”1

Neues Museum, Berlin, David Chipperfield Architects

1 David Chipperfield Architects, 2009

© spK / david chipperfield architects, photo Joerg von bruchhausen
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collAge
“buckleyGrayYeoman’s approach at fashion street was one of preservation rather 
than restoration, setting out to create interaction between the old and the new.”1

Fashion Street, London, BuckleyGrayYeoman

1 Buckley Gray Yeoman, 2011

©
 H

uft
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PlAstic surgery
“In order to conceive and insert the new architectural components of the caixaforum, 
we began with a surgical operation, separating and removing the base and the parts of 
the building no longer needed.” 1

Caixaforum, Madrid, Herzog & de Meuron

1 Herzog & de Meuron, 2008
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PArAPhrAstic
“We wanted to reference the local style of architecture, but abstract it by wrapping the 
entire building with a single material.”1

Centro de Interpretación de la Resina, Traspinedo, Óscar Miguel Ares Álvarez

1 Dezeen, 2014

© Óscar miguel Ares Álvarez
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ALTERATION OF VAGNSVERKSTADEN
FROM INDUSTRIAL HALL TO HOTEL

PAst to Present
Varvsstaden is the new name for the former Kockums shipyard, centrally located in 
Malmö. like many other industrial sites in central locations, it occupies an attractive 
piece of land. but the transformation from private property to public district has begun 
as the industries are currently being phased out.

too much too soon
Kockums have been present in the area since 1870, but a few of the remaining build-
ings are even older than that. development throughout this period has led to a diverse 
environment with a rich culture-historical heritage. Most of the buildings have been 
classified but only the ones deemed indispensable will be preserved. therefore, the 
whole structure will change drastically, obstructing the readability of the area’s history. Is 
there a way to avoid this tabula rasa and encourage a more successive change?

AlterAtion
if buildings are replaced gradually, the structure of the area is naturally preserved. 
buildings that are unused and will be demolished could be used temporarily, but to be 
kept premanently they must become useful again.  the approach chosen to transform 
the existing building in this project is alteration. it is a term that refers to interventional 
work aiming to change an existing building into something new, not into something that 
it used to be. It is more forward-looking and less concerned with questions of authen-
ticity than restoration and conservation. the goal of an alteration is to use the qualities 
of the host building and add new elements as a second layer. that way, the intended 
and the existing creates a unity without being merged with each other.

lAyers
older buildings usually contain several layers from previous, more or less deliberate 
changes. each of these layers contribute to the understanding of the building’s histo-
ry. likewise, a city that develops successively, will contain layers from different epochs. 
naturally, some things must disappear to give room for novelties, but one should think 
twice before erasing a complete structure. on the scale of a building, one must consid-
er wether or not to remove “ugly” parts from previous alterations.

chAnge of scAle
vagnsverkstaden, the host building in this project, is being transformed into a hotel. it 
is a vast and low machine hall that represents a challenging typology. Its deep structure 
is not immediately suitable for the kind of functions that are highest in demand – habi-
tation. Housing and hotels need a more shallow and small-scale structure with enough 
daylight and external connections. one of the greatest challenges in this project has 
been to create many partitions without loosing the sense of the building as a whole. 
the additions are objects that house specific functions and also furnish the open space 
to provide room for general and varying functions. 
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Vagnsverkstaden’s east facade

Buildings south of Vagnsverkstaden

Building east of Vagnsverkstaden

Buildings east of Vagnsverkstaden

Vagnsverkstaden’s north facade

Vagnsverkstaden’s south facade
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Buildings south of Vagnsverkstaden

Old dock in north-westOverhead cranes west of Vagnsverkstaden

View between buildings in north-west

Building facing the water in southRails at the south-west end of the site
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Existing buildings to preserve

Existing buildings to replace

Existing elements to preserve

Existing buildings to be demolished

Future plots

Perimeter

Strategical plan – preservation 1:5000
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Strategical plan – program 1:10000
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UTVECKLINGSPLAN VARVSSTADEN

Existing buildings to preserve
Existing elements to preserve
Floors to preserve 
Existing facades to preserve
Quay
Existing buildings to demolish
Future blocks
Perimeter

BEVARANDE 
Det industrihistoriska arvet tillsammans med den nya 
bebyggelsen är det som gör Varvsstaden till en unik 
miljö. 

Kulturhistoriskt värdefull bebyggelse skapar förståelse 
för Malmös historia och identitet och bidrar till att ska-
pa en varierad och intressant stadsmiljö. Flera byggna-
der som visar på områdets historia ska därför bevaras. 
I vissa fall (markerade på kartan) bevaras endast fasa-
derna. 

Industriella element och detaljer såsom pollare, traver-
ser, spår och pirar är karaktärsskapande och av histo-
risk betydelse. Sådana element bör i stor utsträckning 
bevaras som artefakter från industriepoken. 

Vattenrummets utbredning går långt tillbaka i histo-
rien och kajkanternas sträckning har historisk hävd, 
liksom pirarna (Kockums shiplift) som går ut i Södra 
Varvsbassängen.

STRATEGIER

- Be  ntliga hela byggnader och fasader markerade på 
diagram ovan med orange respektive lila färg ska be-
varas.

- Markbeläggningar, element, golv, m m enligt dia-
gram ovan ska bevaras i största möjliga mån. Ytterliga-
re element kan bli aktuella att bevara.

- Ändringar av den historiska bebyggelsen utförs så 
att dess industriella karaktär bibehålls och platsens 
historia är avläsbar.  

- Kajkantens läge liksom pirarna (Kockums shiplift) ska
bevaras. 

- Ny bebyggelse markerad i diagram med ”relateras 
till be  ntlig bebyggelse” ska anpassas både vad gäller 
höjd och uttryck till omgivande be  ntliga byggnader.

trAnsformAtion of 
vArvsstAden
former development of the 
area has been gradual, creating a 
manifold environment. the char-
acter of the place is not tied 
to a specific moment, neither 
is it limited to the exterior of 
the buildings. volumes, interiors, 
structures and elements such 
as rails are equally important to 
tell the story of this old ship-
yard. an official report has clas-
sified most of the buildings and 
it states that the industrial herit-
age is an important and valuable 
part of varvsstaden. despite 
this, the strategical plan for the 
area suggests that only some 
buildings will be preserved. In 
certain cases, such as for vagns-
verkstaden, the preservation is 
limited to the facades. to avoid 
these contradictions, this thesis 
proposes an alternative strategy 
for the area, one that tries to 
encourage a progressive trans-
formation.

Strategical plan from official development act

Commercial / public

Commercial / private

Residential

Public sector

Educational

Perimeter



Site plan 1:2000
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reversed cones with atria surrounded by 
private rooms. the rooms have private bath-

rooms and windows facing the atrium.

the reversed cones are placed between 
the roof trusses.

the cones are placed between the roof 
trusses and rotated to act as eye-catchers in 

the open space.

cones with private rooms lit by clerestory 
windows on the upper floor and dark ser-

vice spaces on the lower floor.
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Voids in the new floor slab create connec-
tions between the floors and allow for the 
original volume to be percieved. lanterns 

are placed above the voids.

Voids in the floor slab retain the volume rooms are only placed along the facade 
where no other element uses the space.

Additional rooms are places along the fa-
cade, lit by either old or new windows. the 

rooms have private bathrooms and views to 
the surroundings.
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7 6 5 4 3 2 18

daylight factor is a ratio that represents 
the amount of illumination available indoors 
relative to the illumination present outdoors 
at the same time under overcast skies, in this 

case the 21 september.

under 2 – artificial lighting will be required.
between 2 and 5 – artificial lighting may be 

in use for part of the time.
over 5 – artificial lighting generally not re-

quired except at dawn and dusk.

lighting study of existing building lighting study of design proposal
first floor

lighting study of design proposal
second floor



Facade: red brick Floor: concrete Structure: steel

existing mAteriAls

South facade 1:200



Floor slab and straight 
walls: ash wood

Cone walls: white glassWest facade: sinus wave 
copper

Blocked windows: copper 
sheets

Added mAteriAls
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Section A-A 1:200

Section B-B 1:200
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B
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Second floor plan 1:200

< First floor plan 1:200



South facade 1:200 • Drawing from 1912

South facade 1:200 • Drawing from 1974

South facade 1:200







North facade 1:200 • Drawing from 1912

North facade 1:200 • Drawing from 1974

North facade 1:200



South facade 1:200 • Drawing from 1912

South facade 1:200 • Drawing from 1974

South facade 1:200
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CONCLUSION

the thesis work turned out to be focused on a specific challenge within the theme of 
alteration – the change of scale in the building. When many similar buildings are being 
transformed, it is unlikely to be able to use all of them for programs that fit into the 
existing structure. not every industrial hall can be a museum, library, school or other 
cultural institution. to find economical sustainability in the transformation of an area, 
certain buildings must be of commercial interest. the result of this thesis shows a possi-
ble strategy to use large-scale buildings even for programs that doesn’t initially seem to 
fit in. consequently more buildings can be preserved, contributing not only to eco-
logical, but economical and social sustainability also. through alteration, both individual 
buildings and the area where they stand can display layers of their history that increase 
recognition, readability and sense of place.
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